PRESS KIT

SCENT AS INSPIRATION
To let fragrances speak for themselves and to understand scents as inspiration –
without any campaigns and ornamental prominence: this is the philosophy of
FRAU TONIS PARFUM.
In 2009, Stefanie Hanssen and Christoph Niedermeier founded FRAU TONIS
PARFUM in Berlin. They exclusively offer their crafted perfumes to the luxury
segment: the so-called “Niche perfumes’. The simple and elegant look of the
flacons and the strict, Bauhaus-oriented packaging further reflects their philosophy
of “less is more”. Their customers deliberately buy luxury in the sense of “understatement”.

SCENT
WORKSHOPS
With their purisitcally furnished Berliner “scent workshops,” the owner of
FRAU TONIS PARFUM has created a unique place of calm and tranquility, where
perfume aficionados can be inspired by their fragrances. A visit to the elegant
minimalist store in Berlin near Checkpoint Charlie is considered as “a poetic stroll
through the sensual understorey of your own past”.

The fragrance range is unisex and spans from the natural “Linde Berlin,” to the
effervescent and invigorating “Berlin Summer” to the eccentric “Violet,” which
enthralled the legendary Marlene Dietrich in the 1920s. Fragrance “No. 21 Berlin”
is an olfactory homage to the lively city of Berlin: modern, spirited and creative.
By now FRAU TONIS PARFUM is considered as the hotspot for extraordinary scents.
Here, fragrance aficionados from all over the world come to create their own customized perfume. “Bespoke perfumes” are part of the mega-trend of niche-perfumeries. Many fragrances are also vegan.

FRAU TONIS
WORLD

Owner of FRAU TONIS PARFUM:
Stefanie Hanssen

Minimalism in Berlin:
FRAU TONIS PARFUM

FRAGRANCES –
MADE IN
BERLIN

Luxury in the sense of “understatement ” –
Fragrances from FRAU TONIS PARFUM

FRAGRANCES –
MADE IN
BERLIN

The philosophy of FRAU TONIS PARFUM:
less is more

CORPORATE SCENTS

1. Mémoire de Pétrole fragrance for Volkswagen
2. EURO DAY 2016 event fragrance for Adidas
3. 60th year anniversary and product launch whispers of color by Sony
4. Berlin, Munich, Hamburg KaDeWe Group
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FRAU TONIS
ON INSTA

The Ritz-Carlton, Berlin
The Fragrance Bar of The
Ritz Carlton, Berlin celebrates the new signature drink
„Aventure“ in 2019, created
by the bar manager Arnd
Heissen in cooperation with
FRAU TONIS PARFUM. Arnd
Heissen‘s personal FRAU
TONIS´ fragrance has also
been included in the hotel‘s
„Hall of Fame“.
Tommy Hilfiger
At the opening of the
Tommy Hilfiger anchor
stores in Dusseldorf and
Berlin, the fragrance bar
by FRAU TONIS PARFUM
enthralled visitors and
guests.

COOPERATIONS
AND EVENTS

Isabel Vollrath und
STEINROHNER
Berlin Fashion Week
2017 / 18: models, runway,
location and the smell
of FRAU TONIS PARFUM!
Aromas of lush green,
jungle and fierceness
accompany Isabel Vollrath’s
show. The fashion from the
designer-duo STEINROHNER
evokes notes of endless
summer.

Marina Hoermanseder
Berlin Fashion Week 2018:
The new statement scent
No. 33 VILD from
FRAU TONIS PARFUM
Perfectly suited the Viennese
Designer’s collection and
was placed in the front row’s
goodie bags.

MBFW SS19: Goodies
At the Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Week Berlin 2019 FRAU TONIS
PARFUM gave away over 2000
goodies at shows and events.

Danny Reinke
The show of Danny Reinke
played with shapes, colors and
detailed ornaments.
As his personal favorite
fragrance he chose No. 05
Aventure. He also integrated
his fragrance into the Goodiebags of his guests.

Kilian Kerner
The designer Kilian Kerner
was inspired by FRAU TONIS‘
woody scents and composed
his individual fragrance based
on No. 22 Hamburg and No.
18 Bogota Berlin.

Ivan Mandzukics
The design creations of Ivan
Mandzukics were presented
on static mannequins and
sprayed with his personal
selected FRAU TONIS‘
fragrance No. 18 Bogota
Berlin.

Marcel Ostertag
The German designer Marcel

Presented with the Fragrance

Ostertag fell in love with the

Bar FRAU TONIS PARFUM

fragrance No. 08 Été Éternel

paid attention to the guests

of FRAU TONIS PARFUM and

with inspiration and a perfume

sprayed his catwalk with it.

refreshment for the evening.

The opolent, sensual parfume
atmosphere underlined the
motto of the show: Love for All!

Süddeutsche Zeitung

THE PERFECT SCENT

FRAU TONIS
IN THE
PRESS

Stefanie Hanssen creates fragrances, that matches
the type. „We‘ve been watching the trend towards
layering for about seven years.“ By that she means
the combination of several components for an individual perfume. The perfect scent should stay in the
head, says the entrepreneur, but it does not have to
look „sexy“, as some advertisements suggest. For
her, in spring this is a „gentle and calming“ fragrance
with freesia, in the gray Berlin winter it’s Orange.

Wall Street Journal

Spiegel online

BERLIN IN
A BOTTLE

NICHE PERFUMES:
GREAT SCENTS

Only a few things have so much power over us that

Not everything is so eccentric in the niche: from

they can vividly call forth long-ago forgotten memo-

light-woody adventurous fragrances to ultra-high

ries. Scents have this power. Stefanie Hanssen was

dose gourmands in oriental styles, everything is

inspired by her grandmother’s unique rose fragrance

there. Stefanie Hanssen, owner of the Berlin label

and opened the perfumery FRAU TONIS PARFUM, a

FRAU TONIS PARFUM, sums it up it as follows: “For

chic little shop near Checkpoint Charlie. |…|

us the concept has something more to do with
uniqueness. We want to create fragrances that stand
for themselves.”

Women´s Wear Daily

DRINK ME!
FRAU TONIS PARFUM at the Ritz-Carlton, Berlin –
shaken, not stirred: fragrances like “Frau Tonis
Orange” or “Potosi” inspired chief-bar manager Arnd
Heissen to compose various signature cocktails of
tequila, blood orange syrup, orange blossom water
and aromatic teas.

RESELLERS
Vienna, Basel, Amsterdam and many more: numerous stores
carry scents from FRAU TONIS PARFUM.

Berlin

Zurich

H&M MITTE GARTEN

NORKIND

Berlin

Basel

KADEWE

OOID STORE

Berlin

Vienna

DAS STUE

PREGENZER FASHION STORE

Würzburg

Brussels

SKAND STORE

L‘ATELIER DE COLORATION

Hamburg

Amsterdam

B-LAGE HAMBURG

WOODIES AT BERLIN

Stuttgart

Bordeaux

BEST

L‘ATELIER DE COLORATION

CONTACT INFORMATION
EXQUISITELY CRAFTED PERFUME
MADE IN BERLIN

CONTACT
FRAU TONIS PARFUM

Press & cooperations

Zimmerstrasse 13

post@frau-tonis-parfum.com

(Checkpoint Charlie)
10969 Berlin
Germany
www.frau-tonis-parfum.com
+49 (0) 30 20 21 53 10
post@frau-tonis-parfum.com
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